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Mid-IR OCT: an effective tool to inspect 
high-scattering objects

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a high-sensitivity, high-resolution
non-destructive testing technique to obtain 3D structural images of 
samples with complex shape and structures at micron-scale. Recently
emerged mid-infrared (mid-IR / MIR) OCT helps to overcome the common
problems when inspecting opaque and turbid industrial materials and
samples. Mid-IR OCT offers increased penetration depth and more 
detailed sub-surface information for highly scattering materials such 
as ceramics, paints, and polymers.

the functional window of standard oct lies in
the shortwave region namely visible and
near-infrared (near-iR) spectral ranges. such
oct systems are well-developed (provide

high imaging speed, sensitivity, and resolu-
tion) and highly suitable for effective use in
the main field of application – biomedicine.
in practice, however, the effective probing
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Figure 1: OCT scans of various high-scattering samples: (a) sintered lithography-based manufactured bulk ceramic
part with a sub-surface porosity inhomogeneous defect; (b) tablet coating; (c) additive manufactured ceramics with
detected layers (around 30 µm thick each); (d) micro-structured part (650 µm thick) composed by ceramic particles
embedded in a polymer matrix; (e) standard sintered industrial ceramics with laser-embossed patterns. Ceramics
samples (a, c, d) were provided courtesy of Lithoz GmbH Vienna within the framework of the FFG project DIQACAM.
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depth of near-iR oct becomes severely 
limited, e.g., in the case of industrial imaging
scenarios and nDt, because materials here
are often turbid and thus exhibit strong light
scattering. 
as shown first in theoretical predictions and
simulations, the probing depth can be 
considerably increased by shifting to longer
wavelengths, since the magnitude of 
scattering is inversely proportional to the 

wavelength. these predictions have been 
recently confirmed by RecenDt researchers
as several realizations of the first mid-iR oct
systems were demonstrated; the enhanced
imaging probing depth and high suitability 
for nDt applications were confirmed. the 
systems showed high application capability
for inspecting industrial ceramics, polymers,
paints, and composite materials (see 
examples in fig. 1).
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